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Abstract

OntoLex, the dominant community standard for machine-readable lexical resources in the context of RDF, Linked
Data and Semantic Web technologies, is currently extended with a designated module for Frequency, Attestations
and Corpus-based Information (OntoLex-FrAC). We propose a novel component for OntoLex-FrAC, addressing
the incorporation of corpus queries for (a) linking dictionaries with corpus engines, (b) enabling RDF-based web
services to exchange corpus queries and responses data dynamically, and (c) using conventional query languages to
formalize the internal structure of collocations, word sketches, and colligations. The primary field of application of the
query extension is in digital lexicography and corpus linguistics, and we present a proof-of-principle implementation
in backend components of a novel platform designed to support digital lexicography for the Serbian language.

Keywords: standardization, digital lexicography, OntoLex, corpus querying, Linked Data, Linguistic Linked
Open Data

1. Motivation

The exploration of digital corpora is one of the
most established applications of computational ap-
proaches to linguistics and lexicography, and there
are plenty of corpus management systems to sup-
port corpus-based research. Although each of
these provides their own ways to access it, there
are only limited efforts on standardizing the way
data can be requested and exchanged. A no-
table exception is the CLARIN Federated Content
Search (Körner et al., 2023) that allows external ser-
vices to query lexical resources in a federated way –
but only addressing basic morphosyntactic queries
and not including advanced corpus management
functionalities such as collocation search, creating
word sketches, etc. A vocabulary for such requests
and responses would increase inter-corpora inter-
operability and create a possibility for new feder-
ated applications.

We propose such vocabulary, based on web tech-
nologies such as URIs and RDF, and the OntoLex
vocabulary (McCrae et al., 2017) that became the
de facto standard for the representation of lexical
resources on the Web of Data. With an addition to
the emerging OntoLex module for Frequency, At-
testation and Corpus-based Information (OntoLex-
FrAC, or, briefly, FrAC), we aim to provide a way
to encode the interaction with a corpus manage-
ment system by means of API calls or HTTP GET
requests; however, standardising query languages
is beyond the scope of OntoLex, as this is currently
pursued in other, complementary initiatives (Evert
et al., 2020). Instead, we provide a minimalistic ex-
tension to OntoLex-FrAC where query expressions

are treated as atomic strings, and their interpre-
tation is guided by reference to an external URI
that provides a schema, informal descriptions or
other forms of documentation, as well, as – option-
ally –, by (human-readable) information found in an
accompanying dct:description property. Ul-
timately, the goal is to facilitate the portability of
systems for corpus-based lexicography over differ-
ent kinds of backends, to improve the transparency
and interpretability of the necessary interface rep-
resentations on grounds of community standards
and RDF semantics, and to more easily integrate
existing lexical data with the possibility to retrieve
frequency, attestations and corpus information dy-
namically from one or more remote corpus man-
agement systems.

We also present a proof-of-principle implemen-
tation of such a system by components for a novel
platform designed to support digital lexicography
for the Serbian language.

2. OntoLex-FrAC

Linguistic Linked Open Data (Cimiano et al., 2020,
LLOD) is a set of best practices facilitating the shar-
ing and reuse of linguistic data in various applica-
tions and research domains on the basis of web
technologies. It is an adaptation of the Linked Open
Data principles formulated for the Web of Data
(Bizer et al., 2023) and implements the FAIR prin-
ciples (Wilkinson et al., 2016) not just on the level
of metadata, but also on the level of data (Cimiano
et al., 2020, p.4-9). Based on web standards, the
HTTP protocol, resolvable URIs and the adherence
to open standards (be it for open or closed-source



Figure 1: OntoLex-Lemon, the OntoLex core vocabulary, https://www.w3.org/2016/05/ontolex/
#core

resources), recent development of LLOD has been
rapid, and especially so in the field of lexical re-
sources. To a large extent, this has been enabled
by synergies between distributed efforts to data
publication and linking that were possible due to
the wide reception of a common community stan-
dard for lexical data on the web of data, the OntoLex
vocabulary.

2.1. OntoLex

OntoLex 1 is a widely used community standard for
machine-readable lexical resources, and the dom-
inant vocabulary for modeling machine-readable
dictionaries as Linked Data. The goal of OntoLex
is to represent lexical resources as a knowledge
graph, enabling the integration of information from
different dictionaries and to facilitate exchange, stor-
age, and reusability of lexical information.

The OntoLex core model (OntoLex-Lemon, Fig.
1) is structured around the concept of lexical entry,
which represents a single lexeme and its grammat-
ical properties, inflected forms and word senses.
The meanings of these senses can be defined for-
mally by reference to an ontology or informally by
a lexical concept. For lexicography, OntoLex pro-
vides a framework for data modelling, making dic-
tionaries available as LLOD. This allows to inte-
grate lexical data from different sources, to provide
machine-readable versions of classical dictionar-
ies, and linguistically enriched labels for concepts
in ontologies or knowledge graphs, or to link lexi-
cal information with multimodal content, corpora or
other forms of external data. For Natural Language
Processing (NLP), OntoLex serves as a seman-

1https://www.w3.org/2016/05/ontolex

tic layer to link corpus data with lexical resources,
and thus to enhance tasks such as text analysis,
information retrieval, and machine translation.

For this wide range of applications, OntoLex im-
plements a modular structure, featuring special-
ized modules for different aspects or use cases of
lexical data: OntoLex-Lime for lexical metadata
(Fiorelli et al., 2015), OntoLex-SynSem for syn-
tactic frames and semantic relations (Villegas and
Bel, 2015), OntoLex-VarTrans for translation and
similar relations (Bosque-Gil et al., 2015), OntoLex-
Decomp for the composition of lexical entries (Mc-
Crae et al., 2016), OntoLex-Lexicog for the struc-
ture of lexical resources (McCrae et al., 2017), and
the emerging OntoLex-Morph for aspects of lin-
guistic morphology (Chiarcos et al., 2022c). With
these, OntoLex provides a standardized and com-
prehensive framework for representing lexical re-
sources in a machine-readable and interoperable
manner, promoting the integration and utilization of
lexical information in various applications such as
digital lexicography, NLP, and artificial intelligence
(Cimiano et al., 2020). In particular, OntoLex can
not only formalize lexical resources as static (but
queriable) data, but also support the development
of web services to access, process, consume or
produce such data.

2.2. The FrAC Module
OntoLex-FrAC, or, briefly, FrAC, is another emerg-
ing module of OntoLex that enriches lexicons with
corpus information (Chiarcos et al., 2022a).2 FrAC
focuses on complementing lexical resources with

2The current draft version of the FrAC specification
is found under https://github.com/ontolex/
frequency-attestation-corpus-information/.

https://www.w3.org/2016/05/ontolex/#core
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information derived from corpora, e.g. attestations
and frequency, embeddings and distributional simi-
larity, and collocation analysis.

At its top level, OntoLex-FrAC defines two types
of objects: Observables represent content ele-
ments that can be observed or measured in linguis-
tic data, e.g., a lexical entry, a sense, or any other
linguistic or conceptual entity that can be identified
by a URI and that can be observed in a corpus
(given the necessary annotations). Observations
represent a specific instance of observing or mea-
suring an observable. It captures information about
the occurrence or prevalence of the observable in
a particular context or dataset. An observation
should provide a value (rdf:value), and a link to
the data source where this observation has been
made (frac:observedIn). This data source can
be any data that provides the context for making ob-
servations. This can be any URI that is defined in
terms of the DCMI Type Vocabulary,3 i.e., as collec-
tion, dataset, text, image, moving image, physical
object, etc.

Depending on the type of observation, OntoLex-
FrAC provides designated properties to link observ-
ables and observations, e.g., frac:frequency,
frac:attestation and frac:embedding:

Figure 2: Frequency in OntoLex-FrAC

The FrAC frequency vocabulary (Fig. 2) allows
to represent frequency counts in a structured man-
ner, as a frac:frequency property pointing from
an observable to a frac:Frequency object. Fre-
quency is an observation whose rdf:value is the
number of attestations (for the given frac:unit
of segmentation or annotation, e.g., tokens, sen-
tences, named entities etc.) frac:observedIn
a particular corpus.

The FrAC attestation vocabulary (Fig. 3) charac-
terizes real-world examples in dictionaries, includ-
ing context snippets, citations, and other informa-
tion related to the attested evidence. For lexico-
graphic web services, modelling attestations in On-
toLex allows to support lexicographers with exam-
ples drawn from corpora or literature. Attestations
provide a literal excerpt of the underlying data as
rdf:value (or, if normalized, as frac:gloss).

3See https://www.dublincore.org/
specifications/dublin-core/dcmi-terms/.

Figure 3: Attestations in OntoLex-FrAC

If an attestation can be linked to a particular ele-
ment or position within a data source, the property
frac:locus should provide an unambiguous ref-
erence, e.g., a string URI for plain text (Hellmann
et al., 2013), an token URI for annotated corpora
(Chiarcos and Fäth, 2017), or a Web Annotation
selector object for textual and multimodal content
on the web (Sanderson et al., 2017).

Figure 4: Embeddings in OntoLex-FrAC

The FrAC embedding vocabulary (Fig. 4) for-
malizes the mapping of lexical, semantic or con-
ceptual entities into numerical feature spaces, e.g.,
using fixed-size vectors, weighted bags of words,
or sequences of fixed-size vectors (time series
data). With frac:embedding, an observable is
assigned a static embedding (e.g., a word embed-
ding, sense embedding, or concept embedding).
Contextualized embeddings are modelled as the
frac:attestationEmbedding of a particular
attestation of an observable, e.g., a string at a par-
ticular frac:locus in a given corpus.

Figure 5: Distributional similarity in OntoLex-FrAC

The FrAC similarity vocabulary (Fig. 5) is con-
cerned with distributional similarity of observables,
as used in digital lexicography and language tech-
nology, e.g., its cosine similarity. As this is calcu-
lated from numerical representations of the under-
lying lexical, semantic or conceptual entities, it is
not linked with observables, but with their embed-
dings (or, bags-of-words or time series). Similarity
relations are represented as containers with exactly

https://www.dublincore.org/specifications/dublin-core/dcmi-terms/
https://www.dublincore.org/specifications/dublin-core/dcmi-terms/


two observables (resp., their embeddings), with the
rdf:value representing the respective similarity
metric. Similarity clusters are similarly represented
as containers with two or more embeddings.

Figure 6: Collocations in OntoLex-FrAC

The FrAC collocation vocabulary (Fig. 6) uses a
similar container structure, but here, observables
are grouped together based on their co-occurrence
in a corpus: A FrAC collocation is any pair (or se-
quence, or set) of expressions (observables) that
can be characterized by a collocation score. In
practical applications, multiple collocation scores
are provided for collocation candidates, and FrAC
provides an inventory of standard scores as sub-
properties of frac:cscore. As it comes with a
collocation score observed in a particular corpus,
a frac:Collocation is an observation. As it
can be assigned attestations, corpus frequency,
distributional similarity, or be part of larger colloca-
tions (e.g., 3-grams), collocations are also within
the domains of all these properties, and thus also
modelled as observables in FrAC.

The modelling of collocations by Chiarcos et al.
(2022b) has been the latest addition to OntoLex-
FrAC, so far, and public discussions about its scope
and limitations represent one of the motivations
for this paper. FrAC collocations are meant to be
objects that a lexicographer (by means of an ap-
propriate interface or a designated tool) retrieves
from automated corpus analysis, e.g., using a web
service comparable to those of Sketch Engine (Kil-
garriff et al., 2004, 2014) (Lexicom, 2023), which
represents the industry standard in the realm of
corpus-based lexicography, and plays a pivotal
role in corpus linguistics. Accordingly, its collo-
cation scores are mirrorred in sub-properties of
frac:cscore. Yet, some limitations of the exist-
ing vocabulary could not be overcome in this way:
morphosyntactic filters Some collocation met-

rics measure the collocation probability of two
expressions in a particular grammatical con-
text. This includes collocation metrics that op-
erate on a reduced set of observables filtered
for certain parts of speech, e.g., by excluding
stop words and closed class expressions.

syntactic filters Lexicographers often use word
sketches (Kilgarriff et al., 2010), i.e., collo-
cations under the condition that a particular

grammatical role holds between collocates. In
Sketch Engine, this functionality is provided by
querying dependency syntax.

distance and context Currently, FrAC allows to
specify whether a collocation is ordered
(rdfs:Seq) or not (rdfs:Bag), but there is
no formal means to express whether these col-
locates are meant to be adjacent or just have
to appear in the same context window, or what
the context window for collocations is.

colligations Certain syntactic patterns exhibit sim-
ilar selection preferences as collocations, al-
beit not on the level of words, lexemes or
even concepts, but on the level of grammati-
cal categories (Firth, 1957). Corpus linguistics
thus tends to combine search, retrieval and
research of collocation with syntactic patterns
and grammatical selection preferences (Sin-
clair, 1991, p.102-108).

These aspects can be addressed by incorporat-
ing corpus queries into FrAC as described in the
following section.

3. Modelling Corpus Queries in
OntoLex-FrAC

In this paper, we propose an extension of FrAC to
also accommodate corpus queries. This follows
five main objectives:

1. Provide a community standard, not a tool: Lex-
icography is still based on domain-specific soft-
ware solutions, there are several tools and
web services that provide this functionality,
and many (not all) of them developed as open
source projects. Our goal is to make them
interoperable and interchangeable to reduce
software dependencies. In the context of web
technologies, the most widely used RDF vo-
cabulary for digital lexicography is OntoLex-
Lemon.

2. Support web services and dynamically gener-
ated responses: Digital-born lexical resources
are grounded in corpora, and occasionally,
they are actually dynamically populated from
the underlying corpus. OntoLex-FrAC should
be applicable to web services that perform that
population task.

3. Support filters and patterns: Existing tools
used in lexicographic research and for the cre-
ation of dictionaries in the industry often incor-
porate filters for retrieving frequency, corpus
examples (attestations), for the calculation of
distributional similarity or collocation scores.
When frequencies, attestations, similarity or



collocations are to be returned by an OntoLex-
compliant web services, it should be possible
to specify these requirements in an interoper-
able way.

4. Support corpus querying: One way of imple-
menting the aforementioned filters is by means
of corpus queries, and, in fact, many tools and
APIs used for the purpose support the usage
of conventional corpus query languages as an
advanced mode of search.

5. Keep it Simple and Generic: The OntoLex com-
munity is not the place to standardize corpus
querying, instead, it has a focus on dictionar-
ies. So, aim to be unrestricted regarding the
query language used, but focus on integrating
queries and their results with lexical resources
and lexicographic workflows.

In order to meet these requirements, we propose
the vocabulary illustrated in Fig. 7. The first and
second requirements are motivations for using On-
toLex and RDF technologies in the first place, rather
than additional constraints imposed on an OntoLex
vocabulary for corpus queries. Then, we would ar-
gue that both filters and patterns can be encoded by
corpus query languages, so that the third objective
is actually a sub-case of the fourth. To formalize
corpus queries in line with the fifth objective, we
refrain from providing explicit semantics for corpus
queries, but instead introduce an OntoLex object
that can be used to wrap any corpus query lan-
guage expression.

Figure 7: Proposed query extension

We introduce frac:Query as a subclass of
frac:Observable, as corpus queries formalize
entities and relations that we expect to observe in
a corpus. We would then assume that any corpus
query can be expressed in a string, provided as
the rdf:value of the query. In order to ensure
that this query can be adequately interpreted,
we also need to specify which query language
to apply. To this end, we require the property
frac:queryLanguage to provide a reference to
the respective manual, a website with instructions
on querying or another unambiguous identifier for a
corpus query language as a URI. For the example
of querying in SketchEngine, we point, for example,
to the documentation of (their specific dialect of) the

Corpus Query Language (Christ et al., 1994, CQL):
<https://www.sketchengine.eu/document
ation/corpus-querying/>.

In the context of a web service, a query for-
malizes the request of a client to a web service.
In addition, it can also be used to formalize the
response. Then, the query object is returned
(with all the information of the request), but
complemented with zero or more frac:result
properties. We would expect that the result of
any corpus query can be represented as a table,
where variables (or, if no variables are defined,
the complete query) are associated with the re-
spective columns. In the existing FrAC vocabulary,
collocations have a similar structure, as they
represent a list (rdfs:Seq) or set (rdfs:Bag) of
observables. We thus suggest "list of observables"
as a generalization over both query results and col-
locations. For corpus queries, we would assume
that every variable (as the query itself) represents
an observable. In RDF, generic variables can
thus be defined as blank nodes (underspecified
values) of rdf:type frac:Observable. Albeit
it might be underspecified as to what kind of
entities it can represent, we would expect it to rep-
resent a word (ontolex:Form), lemma/lexeme
(ontolex:LexicalEntry, lexicog:Entry),
word sense (ontolex:LexicalSense), con-
cept (ontolex:LexicalConcept), syntac-
tic patterns (synsem:SyntacticFrame,
synsem:SyntacticArgument), translation
relation (vartrans:Translation, var-
trans:translatableAs), morphological unit
(morph:Morph) or any other annotated element
in the data (any URI) that OntoLex information can
be provided about.

Conceptually, this is very similar to the existing
definition of collocations in OntoLex-FrAC, which
are just (observable) lists of observables in a partic-
ular data source, with the caveat that collocations
can be unordered, but that we require a fixed or-
der here, in order to preserve the positional corre-
spondence between observables and the variables
in the query string. Assuming that we can limit
frac:Collocation to list (rather than set) struc-
tures (and then, to use the rdf:value of an asso-
ciated frac:Query to make the internal structure
of the collocation explicit), we propose the novel
class frac:ListOfOfObservables as a gen-
eralization over frac:Collocation and define
these lists of observables as objects of one or multi-
ple frac:result properties that a frac:Query
object can take in a response.

In a list of observables, the order is aligned
with the order or variables in the query expres-
sion, and every list of observables is defined to
be frac:observedIn one particular data source.
Like collocations, lists of observables are thus ob-



servations, and their rdf:value can be used to
provide a confidence score, e.g., match probability
or a status code (akin to, say, HTTP code 404) con-
cerning a corpus query, or – for actual collocations
–, their collocation score.

For queries against several corpora, multiple
frac:result objects should be created. Like col-
locations, a specific list of observables is also de-
fined as an observable, and for the same reasons,
i.e., we would like to provide frequency, similarity,
or attestation information about them. The actual
corpus matches for the complete query are then
given in a series of frac:attestation prop-
erties of the frac:ListOfObservables object.
The corpus matches of individual variables within
a query are then given as frac:attestation
properties of the rdfs:member elements of the
frac:ListOfObservavles, and by means of
their frac:locus URIs, matches for individ-
ual variables and the overall queries can be
easily aligned with each other. As for aggre-
gate queries on the frequency of matches in
a corpus, this can be provided analoguously
by providing a frac:frequency property for a
frac:ListOfObservables. If the backend pro-
vides the means to compute aggregate embed-
dings for query responses, these can be returned
as frac:embedding objects, and, again, contex-
tualized embeddings for individual occurrences of
an observable (or a number of co-occurring ex-
pressions as stated in the query) can be provided
via the frac:attestationEmbedding proper-
ties of the associated attestations.

Finally, the proposed classes frac:Query and
frac:ListOfObservables support the study
of and search for colligations and syntactic se-
lection preferences in collocation studies. A
colligation proper is then merely defined as
a frac:ListOfObservables with an internal
structure as determined by the rdf:value of the
associated frac:Query.

It should be noted that all of this is achieved
by introducing only two additional classes
(frac:Query and frac:ListOfObservables)
and two properties (frac:result,
frac:queryLanguage) to OntoLex-FrAC,
and all our changes (with the exception of lim-
iting frac:Collocation to rdfs:Seq) are
downward-compatible. Our proposal is thus as
minimalistic as possible and yet enables a broad
band-width of real-world applications in the context
of retrieving corpus information and adding it
dynamically to lexical resources, or providing web
services for this purpose.

In order to assess its practicality, we also pro-
vide working examples for using the FrAC query
extension in a real-world use case.

4. Use Case Description

The use cases described below originate from a
project TESLA (Text Embeddings - Serbian Lan-
guage Applications) that involves the development
of state-of-the-art language applications for Ser-
bian. Aside from developing NLP resources and
tools for the Serbian language, this also includes
the development of a web portal, with user-friendly
explanatory visualizations, such as language pat-
terns and phenomena detected in texts, aiming
to support applications in corpus-based lexicog-
raphy. Furthermore, the project aims to provide
tools for named entity recognition, entity linking,
relation extraction, and knowledge graph building.
For both corpus-based lexicography and uses of
knowledge graphs in NLP, the use of OntoLex and
Linguistic Linked Open Data technologies is a well-
established best practice to ensure the creation of
re-usable and FAIR language resources, it has thus
been a design decision made early on in the project.
At the same time, the OntoLex-FrAC vocabulary
development is expected to conclude in early 2024,
only, thus allowing us to propose and test the query
extension of OntoLex-FrAC in this paper, in due
time to still be considered to be discussed by the
OntoLex community and added to the community
report in preparation.

We base our work on established technologies,
most notably, Sketch Engine. As described above,
Sketch Engine is a widely used tool that is com-
monly accessed by researchers and linguists to ex-
plore and analyze linguistic data contained within
large corpora. The Sketch Engine API access of-
fers a convenient means of harnessing some of
Sketch Engine’s functionality for linguistic investi-
gations, making it a versatile resource for various
scientific inquiries, but the access is on a commer-
cial basis. In addition to the proprietary Sketch
Engine, its developers thus also provide the NoS-
ketch Engine (Lexicom, 2022) as an open-source
counterpart, albeit with a limited set of functionali-
ties.

With respect to accessing corpus data, Sketch
Engine and NoSketch Engine provide similar func-
tionalities, but they differ in their level of support for
users and clients. Sketch Engine is usually used
in public installation and with the data hosted by its
developers, whereas NoSketch Engine is an open-
source counterpart with a limited set of functionali-
ties and without preloaded corpora. Researchers
can use it with their own corpora to make request
calls to interact with the NoSketch system enabling
incorporation of corpus queries into their compu-
tational workflows, allowing for seamless data ex-
traction and analysis as part of a more extensive
infrastructure.



4.1. Wrapping Sketch Engine Responses
For query demonstrations in Sketch Engine, the
British National Corpus (BNC) (BNC, 2023) 4 is
used, especially because it has a permissive li-
cense and its use provides reproducibility. The
BNC is a 100-million-word collection of samples
of the written and spoken language of British En-
glish from the later part of the 20th century (BNC,
2023).5

:BNC a owl:Class ;
rdfs:subClassOf [ a owl:Restriction ;
owl:hasValue <https://

app.sketchengine.eu/#dashboard
?corpname=preloaded/bnc2_tt31>;

owl:onProperty frac:corpus ] .

The following listing presents an example of a query
:q_coll_risk_n that extracts collocation candi-
dates for noun risk from :BNC. The bare corpus
query, provided as rdf:value of the query, uses
the CQL query language, but it does not provide the
actual access point. For this purpose, we define
that our query object should be the owl:sameAs
the URI that performs the HTTP GET request
against the Sketch Engine end point.6 The endpoint
with base_url= https://api.sketchengine.
eu/bonito/run.cgi and service collx requires
the user authentication, implemented with USER-
NAME and API_KEY.
:q_coll_risk_n a frac:Query ;

rdf:value ’[lemma="risk"&tag="N.*"]’ ;
owl:sameAs
<https://api.sketchengine.eu/

bonito/run.cgi/collx
?q=q[lemma="risk"&tag="N.*"]
&corpname=preloaded/bnc2">;

frac:corpus :BNC ;
frac:queryLanguage

<https://www.sketchengine.eu/documentat
ion/corpus-querying/> ;

frac:result :r_coll_risk_n .

As this example shows, FrAC provides the struc-
tural anchors for incorporating this query into an
RDF dataset or a service, as well as the necessary
metadata to run and interpret the query string.

In the response, a web service can now return the
same query but complemented with an additional

4https://app.sketchengine.eu/#ca?
corpname=preloaded%2Fbnc2_tt31

5Code for replicating this use-case is avail-
able at https://github.com/ontolex/
frequency-attestation-corpus-information/
blob/master/samples/
queries/sketch-engine-api/
sketch-api-frac-no-API-KEY.ipynb

6Alternatively, a user can use the retrieval URI directly
as the URI for the query, but separating both allows us
to provide resolvable query URIs for query end points
that do not directly provide an RDF response.

frac:result property, which mirrors the original
response of the Sketch Engine API as given below
for the collocation candidate risk+reduce:

{’str’: ’reduce’,
’freq’: 249,
’coll_freq’: 6941,

’Stats’: [{’s’: ’15.72959’, ’n’: ’t’},
{’s’: ’8.29771’, ’n’: ’m’},
{’s’: ’8.69190’, ’n’: ’d’}],

’pfilter’:’q=P-5+5+1+[word="reduce"]’,
’nfilter’:’q=N-5+5+1+[word="reduce"]’},}

In the response, the collocation candidate reduce is
given, its absolute frequency in the default context
window (freq, as defined by pfilter and nfil-
ter), the total number of cooccurrences of the col-
locate in the corpus (coll_freq) and different col-
location scores that correspond to frac:tScore,
frac:pmi and frac:logDice, respectively, (Kil-
garriff et al., 2014) which already are established
subproperties of frac:cscore.

The corresponding objects of frac:result, au-
tomatically construed by a wrapper around the
Sketch Engine API response, are provided as a se-
ries of frac:ListOfObservabless of two vari-
ables, corresponding to elements matching the (lex-
ical entry) risk and (the tag) N.*:7

:r_coll_le_risk_n_1 a rdf:Seq,
frac:ListOfObservables ;
rdf:_1 :coll_le_risk ;
rdf:_2 :coll_le_reduce;
frac:obsevedIn :BNC.

:r_coll_le_risk_n_2 a rdf:Seq,
frac:ListOfObservables ;
rdf:_1 :coll_le_risk ;
rdf:_2 :coll_le_factors;
frac:obsevedIn :BNC. ...

The Sketch Engine endpoint /collx used here re-
turns collocation scores, so, these co-occurrences
actually are collocations in terms of FrAC. By pro-
viding the collocation scores, we can leave this im-
plicit, though. For risk+reduce, the following triples
encode collocation scores:
:r_coll_le_risk_n_1

frac:head :coll_le_risk;
frac:tScore "15.72959";
frac:pmi "8.29771";
frac:logDice "8.69190".

7Note that a list of observables can group together
any number of attestations of the respective observ-
ables, in this case, lexical entries. But developers
can decide to not return individual lexical entries, but,
for example, just treat each variable in a query as
an observable in its own right, the list of observables
would just be the list of variables, so there would be
one frac:listOfObservables per query per data
source. We went for a more informative structuring of
the result, here, but the query extension is designed to
account for both approaches.

https://api.sketchengine.eu/bonito/run.cgi
https://api.sketchengine.eu/bonito/run.cgi
https://app.sketchengine.eu/#ca?corpname=preloaded%2Fbnc2_tt31
https://app.sketchengine.eu/#ca?corpname=preloaded%2Fbnc2_tt31
https://github.com/ontolex/frequency-attestation-corpus-information/blob/master/samples/queries/sketch-engine-api/sketch-api-frac-no-API-KEY.ipynb
https://github.com/ontolex/frequency-attestation-corpus-information/blob/master/samples/queries/sketch-engine-api/sketch-api-frac-no-API-KEY.ipynb
https://github.com/ontolex/frequency-attestation-corpus-information/blob/master/samples/queries/sketch-engine-api/sketch-api-frac-no-API-KEY.ipynb
https://github.com/ontolex/frequency-attestation-corpus-information/blob/master/samples/queries/sketch-engine-api/sketch-api-frac-no-API-KEY.ipynb
https://github.com/ontolex/frequency-attestation-corpus-information/blob/master/samples/queries/sketch-engine-api/sketch-api-frac-no-API-KEY.ipynb


Two different frequencies are returned, each requir-
ing a separate frequency object:
:r_coll_le_risk_n_1 frac:frequency

[ dct:description "coll_freq";
rdf:value "6941" ],

[ dct:description "freq, pfilter:...";
rdf:value"249" ] .

With RDFS semantics, the type of
frac:frequency objects can be left implicit
and is inferred to be frac:Frequency. In a
more concise, and more explicit representation,
designated subclasses of frequency can be
created. Note that our rendering of filter conditions
is not machine-readable. If this is to be achieved,
an explicit corpus query can be used.

Other public Sketch Engine end points8 can be
addressed (and wrapped) analogously. The re-
trieval of corpus examples is illustrated using NoS-
ketch Engine below.

4.2. Queries with NoSketch Engine
Collocation queries were illustrated against pub-
lic Sketch Engine data to facilitate reproducibil-
ity by reviewers. On our own data, we illustrate
full-fledged corpus queries for the word form fud-
bal in the corpus :SrFudKo (labeled SK21 in ex-
amples) installed on https://noske.jerteh.
rs/. As before, the property rdf:value points
to a CQL string designed to return complete
sentences that contain noun word fudbal (foot-
ball): "<s/> containing [lc="fudbal" & tag="N.*"]".
The frac:result included in the response is a
frac:ListOfObservables as before, but here,
it carries one frac:attestation property per
corpus match.
:q_att_SK21_fudbal4 a frac:Query;

rdf:value "<s/> containing
[lc="fudbal" & tag="N.*"]";
owl:sameAs <https://noske.jerteh.rs/

run.cgi/first?corpname=SK21&tab=...>;
frac:queryLanguage
<https://www.sketchengine.eu/

documentation/corpus-querying/>;
frac:result [a frac:ListOfObservables ;

frac:attestation :att_1_SK21_fudbal4;
frac:attestation :att_2_SK21_fudbal4;
frac:attestation :att_3_SK21_fudbal4;

...] .

An examplary frac:Attestation from the re-
sults of the previous query is given in the follow-
ing listing. The sentence: Znači, da čekanje brže
prođe, fudbal uvek dobro dođe! means "So, to
make the wait go by faster, football always comes in
handy!". The property frac:locus returns the string
URI specifying the portion of the corpus from which
the sentence was retrieved.

8https://www.sketchengine.eu/apidoc/#/

:att_1_SK21_fudbal4 a frac:Attestation;
rdf:value "Znači, da čekanje brže
prođe, fudbal uvek dobro dođe!";
frac:observedIn <https://noske.
jerteh.rs/#dashboard?corpname=SK21>;
frac:locus <http://...>

The following query for frequency and its response
object are analogous, except for, using the /freq
end point of our NoSketch instance:
:q_fr_SK21_fudbal4 a frac:Query;

rdf:value "[lc=’fudbal’ & tag=’N.*’]";
owl:sameAs <https://noske.jerteh.rs/

run.cgi/freqs?...>;
frac:queryLanguage

<https://www.sketchengine.eu/
documentation/corpus-querying/>;

frac:result [
a frac:ListOfObservables ;
frac:frequency :freq_SK21_fudbal1].

:freq_SK21_fudbal1 a frac:Frequency;
rdf:value 19016 ;
frac:observedIn <https://noske.
jerteh.rs/#dashboard?corpname=SK21>

A key difference between both queries is that they
run against different endpoints of the NoSketch
installation, encoded in the owl:sameAs URIs.

This section described how corpus queries with
(No)Sketch Engine can be wrapped in FrAC for col-
location analysis, retrieving corpus matches, and
frequency counts. For features not supported by
Sketch Engine, we provided analogous queries
against our NoSketch Engine installation with URI
placeholders. At the moment, these functionalities
are implemented by the web services designed for
communication between the platform that is to be
developed in the course of the project and our NoS-
ketch Engine instance. Frontend development is
subject to on-going implementation efforts. A key
benefit we expect from using OntoLex-FrAC for the
information exchange between the frontend and
backend is that the backend components become
easily replaceable with any corpus management
system that supports CQL language.

5. Outlook and Summary

OntoLex is a relatively widely used vocabulary for
lexical resources, but mostly appreciated in con-
texts in which links between distributed datasets are
to provided and/or exploited. This focus on mod-
elling data and on information integration across
different datasets sets it apart from earlier, primar-
ily XML-based approaches that focus on modelling
dictionaries as stand-alone objects, and although
it creates some overhead, this also opens new
possibilities. One such possibility is to link lexi-
cal resources with dynamic web services or exter-
nal resources such as corpora, and to do so in a

https://noske.jerteh.rs/
https://noske.jerteh.rs/
https://www.sketchengine.eu/apidoc/#/


W3C-standardized, and thus portable and widely
supported way.

We provide minimalistic modeling of corpus
queries in the context of OntoLex-FrAC by means
of four novel vocabulary elements: frac:Query
is the query object, with the query string as its
rdf:value; frac:queryLanguage providing an
URI that identifies the query language of the query
string, and thus helps the backend to confirm
whether this query can be executed and how
to execute it; frac:result points to the results
of a corpus query as observed in one particu-
lar corpus, and frac:ListOfObservables, the ob-
ject type of corpus query results, formalizing a ta-
ble where the query itself and variables (anony-
mous observables) represent columns, individual
frac:attestation properties represent corpus
matches, and frac:frequency properties repre-
sent aggregate counts. Beyond that, data struc-
tures and semantics of corpus queries and their re-
sults can be expressed with the vocabulary already
established in OntoLex-FrAC. In that regard, our
proposal is minimalistic and downward-compatible,
and yet addresses a novel use case.

A valid question in this regard is why an RDF
vocabulary is needed for that purpose, though, as
other formalisms commonly used for web service
APIs, say, JSON, could account for corpus query-
ing, as well. We do not debate this idea, but, to
some extent, it is based on a misconception: JSON
is a specific data format, whereas RDF is a generic
data model that can be serialized in many ways.
These serializations include a serialization of RDF
data in JSON: JSON-LD is an RDF vocabulary that
is based on the use of context elements that can
be added to any JSON dict and that provide a for-
mal RDF interpretation of JSON terms occurring in
that dict.

There is a minor limitation regarding OntoLex-
FrAC compatibility, though: we propose to re-
define frac:Collocation to be a subclass of
frac:ListOfObservables in order to limit it to
ordered lists of observables (previously they could
also be unordered sets). This is necessary to en-
code the tabular structure of query results, where
one match is provided after the other, but using
the novel query object and the expressive power
of established corpus queries, we can now make
the exact sequential and grammatical structure of
collocations explicit with the rdf:value of an as-
sociated query object. This is because we can use
the query language to encode the exact grammati-
cal relations between the collocates ... within the
limits of the respective query language.9

9With CQP, as used here, we would be limited to word-
level annotations and positional information. More ad-
vanced corpus query languages, e.g., ANNIS QL (Chiar-
cos et al., 2008) or TGrep (Ghodke and Bird, 2010), would

At the moment, this association is encoded ex-
plicitly only if a query object is provided along with
a collocation, but beyond the context of corpus
query inputs, would like to propose yet another
property to be added to OntoLex-FrAC: a property
like frac:pattern could be used to link a colloca-
tion with a frac:Query if a collocation object was
not created in response to a query. However, this
addition is beyond the scope of this paper and can
be further discussed with the OntoLex community
and the participating lexicographers.

As for potential uses of the vocabulary, we fore-
see applications in the development of portals, web
services, and clients for lexicographic research,
and thus a contribution to any downstream appli-
cation of corpus-based lexicography, whether con-
nected to language technology, language learning,
or research. Furthermore, the same specifications
can be used to address the linking between cor-
pus resources and lexical resources in tools and
platforms for corpus linguistics.

At the moment, digital lexicography is based on
domain-specific software, specifically designed to
facilitate the retrieval of lexicographically relevant
information from mid- to large-scale corpora. We
described word sketches as a well-known concept
in this context. NoSketch Engine does not pro-
vide this functionality, but it can be replicated with
the combination of appropriate CQL queries and
some post-processing – and the queries can be
represented using the vocabulary proposed in this
paper, which provides a layer of interoperability be-
tween different corpus managers. While CQL is
widely supported among corpus management sys-
tems (Christ et al., 1994; Dura, 2006; Hardie, 2012;
Machálek, 2020; Ionov et al., 2020), this does not
even depend on it, since any other corpus query
language could be used in place of it – as long
as it can be represented in a query string and its
documentation can be referred to with a URI. In
combination with efforts to create an abstraction
layer for corpus query languages like CQLF (Evert
et al., 2020), this can lead to true interoperability.
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